CALDER VALLEY FELL RUNNERS
SHEEP SHEET OCTOBER 2007
21st Celebration – date for your diary

To celebrate 21 years since Calder Valley was formed we are planning to do a 21 mile run on
Sunday 4th November from Mytholmroyd Community Centre. The route takes in Stoodley Pike,
High Brown Knoll and both Crow Hills The plan is that people can run what distance they like,
so starting further into the route to get everyone ﬁnishing back at MCC together. The up and
coming junior section will also be able to run in the last few miles. Then there will be drinks and
refreshments locally in Mytholmroyd. More details to follow after the committee meeting in
September.

pics from
Borrowdale
website
The Ben race for those of you who have yet to try it, is
one of those races you love or hate, you do it the once
or keep on going back for more. I am one of the latter;
no other race gives you 4400 ft of climb and descent in
one go. My aim of completing 21 races has taken a bit
of a battering lately due to injuries, so this year when 2
weeks before the race my motor bike fell on me, twisting my knee I was full of dread, my physio told me the
race was a no go and referred me to a consultant. Anyway the B&B was booked and its always a great weekend so I thought just go up and watch. On the Tuesday before the race I just tried a steady jog with Steve
Houghton and the knee felt ok so Thursday we ran for
40 minutes not to much pain so I thought I would give
it a go. The day itself was hardly ideal wet, misty,and
windy. Met up with a few club members before the off
with the plan of steady running and any pain would see
me drop out. The race starts in the playing ﬁelds and
you run 1 lap of the track on the way out followed by 1
mile of undulating road to the foot of the hill. The ﬁrst
part of the climb is steady enough but, steepens as
you break off the walker’s path at various points, the
knee kept aching on and off so keep going I told myself. Keeping a close check of my time to make sure I
was inside the cut off times, the path breaks from the
traditional route to take you to the red burn – halfway
and still on time, then the climb really starts up and up
slipping and sliding on the wet rock and shale. Soon
the sound of sliding rock echoes around and Ian Holmes came ﬂying down on his way to another victory
not far behind was Karl having a great race and I still
had about 1500` to go. The knee now felt ok so push
on to the summit hand over my piece of string with my
race number on turn around and off we go. The ﬁrst
part of the descent is hard to run on, then it steepens
and you can start to let yourself go although the sur-

BEN NEVIS
10M/4400’

1-SEP-2007

MEDIUM
RATING % IMPRO

1
2
3
5

Ian Holmes
Ricky Lightfoot
Danny Hope
Karl Gray

Bingley
Ellen’gh
P&B
CVFR

01:32:57
01:33:54
01:34:07
01:34:17

14
27
70
83
85

Adam Breaks
Angela Mudge
Jason Stevens
Johnny Moore
R Greenwood

CVFR
Carnethy
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR

01:43:19
01:48:28
01:56:24
01:57:46
01:58:23

94
99
125
156
171
200

G Pemberton
Jo Waites
Paul Biddulph
W Stiegeler
Steve Smithies
Rod Sutcliffe

CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR

01:59:09
01:59:38
02:04:18
02:10:52
02:14:34
2:18:36

218 Brian Horsley CVFR
223 Clive Greatorex CVFR
344 Tony Bradley CVFR
404 ﬁnishers

2:20:53
02:21:44
02:43:19

0.93
0.94
0.94
0.94 8%
best yet!
1.03 2%
1.08
1.16 -2%
1.17 1%
1.18 4%
best this year
1.19 2%
1.19 6%
1.24
1.30 0%
1.34 -11%
1.38 4%
best this year
1.40 1%
1.41 -6%
1.63 1%

face has lost a lot of its scree making fast descending
harder. Dropping down towards the red burn the mist
lifts slightly allowing you a view of the next hazard the
grassy bank – this has got worse year after year and
this year I could hardly keep on my feet, with my legs
ﬂying in every direction I decided to take it easy and
look after my knee which was starting to ache by walking down a little bit I noticed a nice gully with scree in
it to my right so went to it and ﬂew down to the stream
passing people to my left who were slipping down the
hill. After crossing the stream there is a small climb of
about 30 yards that climbs about 30` it feels like your
legs have been removed from your body up here, then
its back down the track jumping over the rocks and
trying not to slip on the metal bridges. I felt good along
here and kept up a good pace passing a few then it
was onto the road, again with taking it easy I felt good
and kept the pace going this section normally takes it
out of you but I didn’t feel to bad, then it was into the
ﬁnish ﬁeld and 1 lap to the ﬁnish another one down 8
more to go. It was great to see Karl get his prize in the
evening a great run, and even Jo enjoyed it I think. A
few drinks in the town after just end the day off, if you
have never done the race give it a go you never know
you might make a habit of it. Tony Bradley

Bob Graham Round,7th July 2007

I ﬁrst heard about the Bob Graham Round when
Karl Gray completed it in 2004. I worked with Karl
at the time and agreed to sponsor him a couple of
pounds for a run he was doing in the Lakes. When I
understood the enormity of the challenge I upped it
to £10.
The round was ﬁrst completed in 1932, it was originally reported as being 130 miles long and having
32,000ft of climbing. Over the years miles have got
longer or the hills shorter but it is now reckoned to be
65 miles and 28,000ft of ascent. The route starts and
ﬁnishes at the Moot Hall in Keswick and between that
point tags the tops of 42 Lakeland peaks. Over the
years it has gained a reputation as the benchmark
fell running endurance round, one that every aspiring runner should aim for and is essentially capable
of completing. In a typically understated manner,
those who have completed the BG tend to describe
it as a “Great Day Out”.

By December 2006 I had been a member of CVFR
for about 3 years, I’d done some Lakeland classics
including Borrowdale, 3 Shires and Langdale. I got
around the Three Peaks in a literally staggering 5:06
and done various classes of mountain marathons.
All very normal. My cousin is a policeman triathlete,
at a family party we were talking about aims for the
next year and I described the great challenges of the
Lakes Superlongs: Wasdale, Ennerdale and Duddon. If I could train and get around these routes then
I might consider the likes of the BG for the next year.
Yet as I drove home that weekend, the idea of the
BG had taken hold – if I’m training for the Superlongs, then why not use that ﬁtness and do the BG
this year? I’ll not describe how Cerys laughed when
I put my thought to her.
But I did keep thinking about the BG. I read and reread Feet in the Clouds, I talked at length to some of
the club experts like Karl and Jez, I spent hours on
the internet reading accounts and information sites
on the round, I poured over maps of the route, and I
came up with a plan. I would target long races I had
done before, I would target longer races to push the
mileage, I’d go up to the Lakes regularly to go over
the legs and I would set two dates in the diary. These
were a Decision Date and six weeks later the Attempt Date.

Any good plan has to have an escape route, I didn’t
want to announce my intentions too early, have lots
of pressure of expectation and then back out when I
realised I couldn’t get around. So lots of training was
on the quiet. Lots of research and preparation was
oblique to the main objective. Yet some people have
to know. Those people who will keep prodding if they
think the training isn’t sufﬁcient, the dedication not
complete. So Cerys, Karl, Thirza and Clare Kenny all
played a role right from the beginning to keep me on
track. I also had long conversations with friends unrelated to fell running about mental preparation and the
psychology of challenge.
Through the spring various markers were passed,
I did Edale in blizzard conditions and 10 minutes
quicker than ‘06. I did the Three Peaks 50 minutes
quicker than ’06. I did the Howarth Hobble, at 31
miles the longest I had run. I went over the BG legs
and kept a note of the schedule times (by the time my
attempt started I’d been over legs 1, 2 and 4 three
times each, and leg 3 twice. I never got around to
leg 5). I spent evenings running the Wicken Hill race
route, three times over. It has the longest, steepest
climb out of the Calder Valley, from Redacre woods
to the trig and back takes 25 minutes and I would
do three laps of it. And this is where the psychology
comes in. I knew that one of the biggest hurdles to me
completing the BG would be the road crossings. That
after many hours of running, to come down to Wasdale where there is a campsite, a pub and a shower,
and not take advantage of these luxuries but to have
10 minutes and then start out on another long steep
section, would require a mental strength I didn’t know
if I had. My friend Matt is a Hypnotherapist and Neurolinguistic Programming (NLP) therapist (think Derren Brown and Paul McKenna). We talked about how
to link a physiological state i.e. running and climbing
well, to a cue such as a piece of music. So on these
laps to Sheepstones I had my iPod playing Eminem
Lose Yourself on repeat. I occasionally varied it with
Faithless Live. Lose Yourself is a great track, the beat
ﬁts into a climbing pace perfectly, the lyrics are about
rising to a challenge and even include the line Feet
don’t fail me now – what more do you need for a motivational piece of music?
Decision Date was the Great Lakeland Three Day
Mountain Marathon, 60 miles across Snowdonia over
three days. My preparation up to that point and the
days out in Snowdonia had given me enough conﬁdence to write an e-mail to CVFR asking for help
for a full BG Attempt. I was nervous enough pressing
Send but once that e-mail had gone I was committed.
However those nerves were nothing in comparison to
what I felt standing in Keswick at 11:50pm on Friday
6th July! Tim and Glen had arrived from Bristol early
on Friday to get a day out in the hills. Paul and Kev,
who would be heading around to Broad Stand, also
made the journey from Somerset in time for my midnight departure. Jason, Jo, Jonathon, Karen, Thirza
and Cerys were all there. This great group of people
who had given up their weekend and promised to be
at road points in the early hours, to drive miles just
to ply me with rice pudding, and to come out into the
hills to navigate and support me around one or even

Johnnie would head to Dunmail to give an ETA. As
we ascended the scree of Fairﬁeld the others contenders were coming down, led by Nick Harris BG PB?
and all looking very strong. Plugging away up that
ascent I munched on peanut M&Ms and thought “I
must be going well – I’ve burnt off Andy Clarke!” The
Seat Sandal descent was found spot on by Allan and
then we arrived at the Carnival of Dunmail.
I have known Tim and Glen since Scouts, they are
thoroughly dependable friends who amongst other
skills, can strip a Landrover to components using
only a Swiss Army Knife and a blunt stick. They had
driven up from Bristol in Tims’ Discovery. This was
the support vehicle at Dunmail and its Bose stereo
was turned right up for the two loops of Lose Yourself that a ten minute stops allows. Cerys said the
mugs of tea on the back shelf looked like Godzilla
was approaching, so loud was the base! Jez, Helen,
Megan and Catherine (Helens sister) were also at
Dunmail, they had pulled up as I was crossing the
stile, so they’re timing was perfect. I had a bag of
spare clothes for the road crossings, unfortunately
this had been left at the bunkhouse so Cerys had
stripped off her base layer and I had that to change
into for leg 3. Cross dressing is completely allowed
for a successful BG round.
Jonathon carried on into leg 3, and I was also joined
by Rod BG PB, Karen BG, Adam and Jason BGA. Steel
Fell is another ascent to take no notice of as you
desend to Dunmail, but it is over quicker than you
imagine. At the top Clare Kenny BG had decided the
other attempts had so many supporters she would
jump ship to the CVFR attempt. Nick and Clare had
given me lots of support and help over the months
so I was really glad one of them could be out for the
main event. Leg 3 is the longest but it splits psychologically into three easily digestible chunks – Steel
Fell to High Raise, then the Langdale Pikes, then the
plateau across to Scafell. Running the ﬂats and strid-

Vaseline application at Wasdale

two legs. In a well meaning way they all applied the
pressure!
There were two other attempts starting at midnight,
Mick Howard and Ozzie Kershaw, my watch was a
minute or so faster so myself, Johnnie Moore BGA
(*see appendix) and Andy Clarke BG were ﬁrst away
from the Moot Hall into Fitz Park. Andy had gone
over leg 1 the previous week, to check he knew the
way out of the Park onto the path to Latrigg. Karls
round had been thrown into momentary confusion
when they realised they were lost in the back streets
of Keswick. So we wanted no similar mishaps this
night. Instead my Petzl, with a new set of batteries in
it, simply didn’t work – Johnnie had a spare Tikka so
I was saved. Then Rob Sharrats mega-light, which
he had kindly lent to Johnnie decided to fade out. We
were literally not even out of the woods and running
on reserve lighting. The midnight start allows the
motorway path of Skiddaw to be done in the dark,
but with dense cloud the visibility was not more than
6ft at times. Conversations were started but often
seemed to die quietly. In this enclosed dark world
I felt wrapped up in mist and in my own thoughts.
“Don’t think about the end, its too far. So long as I try
my best – when I fail I can hold my head up”. Coming off Skiddaw we slightly lost the trod that heads to
Hare Crag, it was regained with a traverse over knee
deep bracken – it felt more like a Tuesday training
run than a BG, but back on track and now caught up
by the other groups we crossed the River Caldew as
a group and ticked off the ﬁrst thee peaks. I’ve never
liked the descent down Halls Fell ridge it is slippery
and uncertain in the damp. So when the other teams
headed off down the grass to the west of the ridge we
went after them, or at least tried. Led by Phil Hodgson of Tod Harriers they disappeared into the night.
We dropped and traversed until we picked up the
ridge path and the usual route to Threlkeld. First section down and 5 minutes up on the 23 hour schedule.
Spagetti, tea and one loop of Lose Yourself.
Both Andy and Johnnie had agreed to come over
leg 2 as well, and we were joined by Jonathon Wright
who had helped with Celias BG, and by Allan Greenwood BG. The climb up Clough Head can be daunting. Just don’t look at it. Once up on the ridge though
this leg passes quite quickly, the suns rising and
there are twelve peaks to check off. Opinions differ
as to how focused to be on time. Some people say
to not worry about time on legs 1 & 2, to avoid setting off too fast. Yet talking to Celia after her round
she hadn’t realised she was losing minutes on the
schedule on legs 3 & 4, and Karl was of the view
that if you lose a minute on a peak, make it up on
the next peak – don’t let those minutes accumulate.
So I aimed to be aware of the schedule but not completely focused on it, as long as I was maintaining the
required pace. Great Dodd to Watsons Dodd is tricky,
I’d gone wrong in the mist there before and we nearly missed it again, but only a few minutes lost. We
passed some walkers as we descended from Raise
“What are they doing here at this time?” I thought – it
was 6am. As we came off Dolly Wagon, Andy felt he
wasn’t climbing well so would let Jonathon and Allan
lead me up Fairﬁeld and Seat Sandal and he and

ing up the ups the peaks pass by. Climbing up to
Pike o’Stickle I felt my quads begin to cramp. At only
half way round cramp has spelt the end to many attempts. So for the next section to Rossett Pike I ate
a bag of Chorizo sauage (salty and full of fat), two
bananas and a litre of go-juice. I never had cramp
again. By the time we gained the Bowfell plateau I
was 30 minutes up on the schedule – not a huge
amount but a comfortable cushion. I was still moving well and it was now I began to seriously contemplate success. “Just keep moving, be positive and no
mistakes”. The weather had been Ok with short lived
showers and some mist, but Rod, Karen and Adam
kept us directly on track with minimal minutes lost
to navigation. Jason and Clare took main charge of
food and drink – “Biscuit? Fruit bar? Water? Juice?
Chocolate? Peanuts?”
Kev and Paul had left the bunk house early to get
around to Wasdale. They had trudged up to Mickeldore to set a rope on Broad Stand. This climb – the
ﬁrst recorded in the Lakes though as an opium fuelled
descent by Samuel Taylor Coleridge, is only short,
but it is polished, slippery and with a high likelihood
of serious injury if you slipped when tired. The guys
climbed it, got tied into a belay, arranged a handline
for assistance then wrapped themselves up in a Survival shelter to wait, I was due there around 1.30pm.
In the end they had to work hard as they brought
up the other two parties and their support before we
got there. Karen and I arrived at 1pm, we went up
on the rope ﬁrst followed by Rod and Adam. Clare
and Jason went down from Mickeldore to Bracken
Close. I had only been across Broad Stand and up
to Scafell summit once before with Celia on her BG.
Mike Wardle BG PB had given directions to climb up
the near rib above a gully line. So in the mist and
across slabs of running water Karen and I found our
way up to the summit. Or at least I thought it was
the summit, the scree descent that I had in my mind
had become much steeper in the weeks since being
there with Celia, but I was convinced I was right. Far
more sensible Karen persuaded me to believe in the
compass – which proved to be correct, we weren’t
at the true summit but a cairned lump of nothing. So
we found our way to the right spot and a much more
amenable looking descent path, but we had lost a
large chunk of the 30 minute buffer. I had expected
Rod and Adam to appear as we were descending but
they never did.
When you look at the BG route, to me it is a triangle
– legs 1 & 2 take you out and away south from Keswick, leg 3 crosses westwards at the base, then legs
4 & 5 head back north towards home. So the Wasdale road crossing is a turning point towards the end.
Typically there are the climbs of Yewbarrow and Red
Pike to get up ﬁrst but best advice is to ignore them.
Jo Porter was in charge of the re-supply at Wasdale, Jez BG and Anne Johnson WBGRH, WPBRH,
W24HRH were also there to help. I had not expected
to see Cerys again until Honister but the excitement
was too much to allow catching up on sleep at the
bunk house. So Cerys, Thirza and Johnnie all came
around to Wasdale to add extra support. In the end
this was a good thing for everyone. The rain showers

across leg 3 had led to an element of chafﬁng, this
was becoming increasingly painful and leading to a
John Wayne style descent from Scafell. To complete
another 22 miles I needed a dry towel, dry underwear
and shorts and a strategic placement of Vaseline. In
a ten minute planned stop, to eat rice pudding, take
Ibuprofen, drink tea, change shoes, use Eminem to
reach a moment of Zen focus and completely strip
change, is impossible to do and maintain a level of
decency. So balls to the decency, you just have to
strip off. Cerys has seen it all before, I think Thirza
saw more than she bargained for when she agreed to
be road support, but lets be honest - after 41 miles the
size of the manhood resembled the Chorizo sausage
I’d been
eating,
and was
nothing
to boast
about!
Jason
was also
refuelled
and led
the way
with Jez
up Yewb a r r o w.
Paul Bidd u l p h
and Jo
Waites
provided
just the
right type
of banter
Climbing the gully to Kirkfell
to occupy the mind at his point in the journey. As we
headed up Red Pike we could see and hear a Sea
King hanging over Scafell, “Its Adams Taxi” joked
Paul. This was possibly closer to the truth than we
might have imagined. We heard later about Rod and
Adams adventures - climbing on above Broad Stand
they climbed into and up the gully, rather than staying up and above it. The gully banks out at a sodden
mass of rock, Adam was half way up this when caution overcame momentum. It took them both a few
careful moments of down climbing to get themselves
out of the situation.
I like the hills on leg 4, I like the fact that all the
ascents are steep, so you can use your hands and
crawl/scramble upwards. It is a much swifter way to
gain height than gradients you feel you should be
able to run up but can’t. I was making back a minute
or two on each ascent, but by Green Gable was losing a minute or two on each descent, knee aches
were getting more noticeable. The weather was improving though, the skies were clear and the wind
was to our backs. As we crossed Brandreth and Grey
Knotts Anne was blithely pointing out the extra peaks
she did as part of an extended Bob Graham for the
Womens 24 hour record – 62 peaks in all!
Five minutes down on the schedule we dropped

into Honister Slate mine car park. I’d helped Allan on
one of his BG attempts and we had used the YHA
carpark, but Celias support team had appropriated a
great slate table for the feast they laid out for her. Although Celia didn’t stop to admire any of their efforts
I’d certainly noted it as a great place for a sit down.
So for the ﬁnal time the Discovery was parked up,
Eminem was booming, I had a washdown, change
of shirt, food and drink, few more Ibuprofen and prepared for the last leg. I had four hours left and only 11
miles and 3 peaks to go.
Bill Johnson BG led up Dale Head with Jo, Jess the
dog, Cerys and Thirza. Thirza is very experienced
with BG support and she knows that sense of humour failure is a common symptom at this point. To
alleviate this she wore baggy stripy shorts and a plastic bottom with a rose stapled to the crack. The pink
plastic was exactly the same shade as her legs, in
my befuddled state at times I did think her arse was
hanging out of her shorts! On Hindscarth the sun was
setting into Crummock Water and the sky was turning

a few minutes
to gather my
ability to stand
again, Glen got
me some chips
and they really
helped.
Paul
and Jo passed
around champagne in plastic
beakers,
that
didn’t help with
the standing up!
Almost everyone who had
helped
was
there – Jason,
Jo and Jess,
Paul and Jo,
Glen, Tim, Paul,
Thirzas bottom (plastic!)
Kev, Thirza, Jonathon,
Karen,
Adam, Johnnie, Bill, Nick and Clare and especially
Cerys who had as many tears of relief in her eyes as
I did. Anne was back at the campsite with the kids,
Jez was back in Ambleside with the family. Andy, Allan and Rod had headed back to Halifax. I had alot
of advice from Karl, Mike Wardle, Jeff Winder, Chris
Cripps & Celia - THANK YOU TO YOU ALL. Thank
you also to Gaz Hodgkinson who kept his weekend
pass free should I need help at the last minute and
to Steve Smithies who would have been there except
for a garage door catastrophe.

Last stop at Honister
red. There is a fantastic panorama across Skiddaw
in the lowering cloud, the Dodds and Helvelyn and
back across the Langdale and Wasdale peaks I had
traversed. Jo led up a faint trod to Robinson, summit
42. In the gathering cloud we didn’t risk trying to ﬁnd
Scoffers grassy rake but stuck to the main path down
into Newlands. Jess nearly sent Bill ﬂying when she
took out his knees. Celia had run all the way from
Robinson into Keswick, I was determined to try and
emulate her. At Little Town we again met with Paul
and Kev who had some road shoes for me and added
to the party for the last few miles. Kev stuck close by
my left ear “Come On, keep this pace going, only another mile”. I think it was a Keswick 1 3⁄4 miles sign
and I knew it was 22:45 (ish), could I get in at 23:00?
So I ran harder, and it hurt no more than running slower, so I pushed harder again. On over the bridge in
Portinscale, through the gates that never open quick
enough, along the path towards Keswick. Groups
of teenagers in the path – are they going to move?
“CAN YOU MOVE PLEASE – RUNNERS COMING
THROUGH!” - because I’m not slowing for you! Turn
the corner into the last straight and the Moot Hall is
in sight. I hit the door. 23:02 and sit on the ﬂoor, its
over and I’ve done the Bob Graham Round. It takes

23:02
Back at the bunkhouse (designed to sleep 10, coped
with 16 plus dog) I had two showers and planned to
go into the kitchen for a half pint. However as I kept
falling asleep while sitting on the toilet I decided that
bed was the better option. Never have I slept more
soundly or had more difﬁculty moving the next morning. I woke up and mentally had to will the body to
move. Very stiff and unsteady on the legs for a few
days, but by Thursday the knees felt pretty good, although it was Wednesday and Thursday when the
tiredness hit me.
Now three weeks on I can reﬂect back on that
round, on that 24 hour period and say, with some

understatement that the Bob Graham Round really
is a GREAT DAY OUT IN THE HILLS!

STOODLEY PIKE
3.7M/700’

* BG – Bob Graham
PB – Paddy Buckley
BGA – Bob Graham Aspirant
WBGRH – Womens Bob Graham Record Holder
WPBRH – Womens Paddy Buckley Record Holder
W24HRH – Womens 24 Hour Record Holder

1
2
3
11
13
17
19

Ian Holmes
Jonathon Hare
Karl Gray
Jason Stevens
Andy Clarke
G Pemberton
Jo Waites

21
25
31

Steve Smithies CVFR 0:22:39
Jon Emberton CVFR 0:22:53
Kerry Jenkin
CVFR 0:23:14

32
45
47
50
67
75
78
80
81
84
86
90
94
95
96
100
101
105
107
110
111
113
116
122

G Hodgkinson
Steve Hunter
Phil Scarf
Rob Rawlinson
Duncan Asker
Nick Murphy
G Woodward
D Spendlove
Ben Scarf
Jackie Scarf
Clare Kenny
Tim Hayles
Karen Mather
Dave Beston
Dave Culpan
Claire Hanson
Thirza Hyde
Graham Lloyd
Phil White
Rod Sutcliffe
Tony Bradley
Charlie Boyce
A Greenwood
Joanna Porter

CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR

0:23:16
0:24:26
0:24:30
0:24:35
0:25:31
0:25:51
0:25:55
0:25:59
0:26:01
0:26:10
0:26:13
0:26:35
0:26:37
0:26:57
0:27:01
0:27:16
0:27:20
0:27:28
0:27:30
0:27:32
0:27:34
0:27:40
0:27:57
0:28:05

135
139
140
143
159

Julian Asker
John Riley
Tony Steward
Sarah Royle
R Carnochan

CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR

0:29:12
0:29:37
0:29:38
0:29:55
0:32:33

Ben Davies

Photos mainly form Paul Biddulph

OXENHOPE

14-JUL-2007 SHORT
RATING % IMPROV

1
2
3
11
13
17

James Logue Horwich
Marcus Rae Wh’dale
Jason Stevens CVFR
Helen Glover K & C
Jackie Scarf CVFR
Joanna Porter CVFR

0:22:52
0:23:10
0:23:51
0:26:08
0:30:35
0:30:38

1.09
1.11
1.14
1.25
1.46
1.46

-1%
1st Lady
-4%
15%
best yet!

27 Runners

In an attempt to support as many local races as
possible, Jason and I thought a good one to do
would be the short 3 and a bit mile race in the
lovely village of Oxenhope. Turning up at registration 20 minutes before the start of the race to
discover I was only the 10th person to register
was not exactly reassuring! Jason on the other
hand was getting quite excited at the prospect
of actually winning a race - that is until James
Logue of Horwich showed up!
After much cajoling, 20 minutes later Jason,
Jackie and myself were standing at the start line,
in the middle of the village fete with 24 other runners. After a frantic start running past the various
stalls, bouncy castle and brass band we were off
up the hill to enjoy a short scenic tour of Oxenhope, skirting round the village on a combination
of track, footpath, fell and road. The weather
was glorious and the route superbly marshalled.
Upon reaching the last climb, I turned round to
see Jackie right on my tail! I couldn’t believe it
- me in front of Jackie! My excitement was short
lived - Jackie had taken a slight diversion off the
route, as she explained whilst sprinting past me
up the hill. I tried to hang on as we ran to the end,
ﬁnishing with only 3 seconds between us. All in
all the race was very enjoyable, Calder Valley
doing very well with Jason ﬁnishing third overall,
Jackie second female and myself third.
Joanna P
As you all read through these results, it is
well worth noting how well Jo is doing - the
number of Best yet!, Best this year! and
Best ever! tags to her results is really very
impressive. Especially considering she lives
with the club statistician!! (ed. now running
for cover)

10-JUL-2007 SHORT
RATING % IMPROV
Bingley
Halifax
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR

0:18:10
0:18:25
0:19:19
0:21:39
0:21:46
0:22:12
0:22:28

0.98
0.99
1.04
1.17
1.17
1.19
1.21

-1%
-3%
2%
0%
-4%
1st Lady
1.22 -2%
1.23 2%
1.25 6%
best this year
1.25 0%
1.32 1%
1.32 -4%
1.32 -6%
1.37 3%
1.39 0%
1.40 2%
1.40 -5%
1.40 0%
1.41 0%
1.41 0%
1.43 -5%
1.43
1.45 -2%
1.45 1%
1.47 2%
1.47 -4%
1.48 1%
1.48 -10%
1.48 -8%
1.48 -6%
1.49 0%
1.50 -9%
1.51 12%
best yet!
1.57
1.59 -1%
1.60
1.61
1.75 -1%

177 Runners

Well what a great turn, out loads of red and white
stripes! A late start due to some trafﬁc in the
Halifax area that didn’t do anything to the front
runners. Running off like mad men Ian Holmes
and and some young lad (sorry don’t know his
name) raced all the way round Holmes took the
win by a few seconds followed by the young lad
then are very own Mr Karl. The course records
were broken by both Ian and Jo Waites - well
done Jo!
The weather was great too.

Clare &
Jackie
battling
their way
upto
Sheepstones
trig

Jason
nearing
the top of
Whicken
Hill
Whizz
photos:
Allan
Greenwood

Steve Smithies in clag at the Skiddaw race this
summer!

Tum Nuk Thai Restaurant
5 Clare Rd Halifax - Thurs 18 Oct
£9.95 Early bird price (for starter,
main, rice and tea or coffee ).
We need to get our orders in by 7pm
so i Suggest getting there from 6.30
but definately by 6.55!!!
What about an early Saville park
training session . The lady said
we don’t need to book but if you
want to guarentee a seat let
Jackie Scarf know on 882555 or
thescarfs@hotmail.com

1001 things to do with race numbers
239. Make paper aeroplanes
240. Play snap
241. Novelty place mats for dinner parties
242. Origami
243. Light a ﬁre
244. Test your new shredder
245. Ultralite Karrimat for mountain marathons
246. Weight training
247. Fill a garage
248. CVFR Strictly Come Dancing Championships
249. Organise a race where runners can
wear as many numbers as they like – but
nothing else
CRAGG VALE
4M/720’

4-JUL-2007
SHORT
RATING % IMPRO

1
2
3
5
19
27
38

Rob Shaw
A Wrench
Willy Smith
Jason Stevens
Jon Emberton
Steve Hunter
Kerry Jenkin

K&C
Tod
K&C
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR

0:28:14
0:28:25
0:30:00
0:30:33
0:33:17
0:34:00
0:35:28

42
49
50
51
54
56
61
63
64
66
73
75
83

Holly Williams
Chris Sylge
Dick Spendlove
Cerys Davies
Lee Naylor
Ben Scarf
Clare Kenny
Graham Lloyd
Claire Hanson
Dave Culpan
Joanna Porter
John Riley
Mary Hytch

K&C
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR

0:36:34
0:37:38
0:35:34
0:37:42
0:38:11
0:38:36
0:39:20
0:39:50
0:38:52
0:40:01
0:41:18
0:42:01
0:44:39

1.06
1.07
1.13
1.15 -1%
1.25
1.28 6%
1.33 -1%
best this year
1.37 1st Lady
1.41
1.34 0%
1.42 -1%
1.44
1.45 -9%
1.48 -6%
1.50 0%
1.46 6%
1.50 -5%
1.55 17%
1.58 0%
1.68

90 Runners

Whilst the Americans were celebrating Independence Day, the residents of the little village
of Cragg Vale were celebrating the annual arrival of dozens of sweaty and muddy fell runners. Villagers put on welcome refreshments in
the [midge free] church hall, offering a free cup
of tea to runners and bacon butties at bargain
prices. Lots of locals turned out to marshal or
support both the Junior and Adult races, including my 3 children, Ben 16, Annie 14 and Joey 12
plus Beth Emberton, whose help proved invaluable. They ﬂagged the route, registered runners,
ran, marshalled, shouted numbers and collated
results/prizes. Fantastic!
We ran the 44 junior runners off ﬁrst, along an

undulating, wooded path by Cragg Brook. None
seemed to mind the unremitting rain and Max
Wharton, winner of the U12 race, was chosen to
start the adult race.
It’s a very attractive but narrow track through
the woods at the start and the 87 runners were
warned to be considerate for the ﬁrst 0.5 mile,
for there was plenty of space to overtake on the
steep track up to the moor. Turning off ‘Dick’s
Lane’ into the plantation runners had the swamps
of Sunderland pasture to contend with [snorkels
optional]. Then it was a fast decent across ﬁelds/
track to the old Gatehouse in Cragg.
Close to last year’s record, the young Rob Shaw
of Keighley and Craven won in 28.14, with Andrew Wrench M40 of Todmorden Harriers 11
seconds behind. Top lady Holly Williams [Keighley and Craven] beat Cerys Davies [CVFR] to
ﬁnish in a time of 36.34. Prize giving was in the
village hall soon afterwards. Team prizes went
to Keighley and Craven [Rob Shaw, Willy Smith
and Stephen Brook] and Calder Valley ladies
[Cerys Davies, Clare Kenny and Claire Hanson].
The ﬁrst Cragg residents prizes went to Jonathan
Emberton [who also marshalled the Juniors] and
Mary Hytch [who also ﬂagged the ﬁrst section of
the course].
Thanks to everyone who turned out in the pouring rain and made it such a memorable evening.
A big thanks to Bill Johnson who turned up in his
‘work clothes’ and gave me such invaluable help
with the Juniors and the Seniors. [Lots of locals
helped but it makes experience makes such a
huge difference -thanks Bill]
Also the money raised was split equally between
the CVRF Juniors and the local church Hall who
for several years now have fully supported the
race without ever asking for anything! About
£140 each.
Jackie Scarf
BUCKDEN PIKE
4M/1500’
1
2
3
25

Rob Jebb
Gary Devine
G Pearce
Sally Newman

16-JUN-2007 SHORT
RATING % IMPROV
Bingley
P&B
Ilkely
CVFR

28 Steve Smithies CVFR
103 Dave Culpan CVFR

124 RUNNERS

0:33:27 0.92
0:35:41 0.98
0:35:42 0.98
0:41:54 1.15 5%
best this year & 1st Lady
0:42:58 1.18 0%
0:55:07 1.52 -6%

KINDER TROG
16M/3490’

17-JUN-2007 LONG
RATING % IMPRO

1
2
3
5
18
70

DPFR
CVFR
Bowland
CVFR
CVFR
DPFR

Phil Winskill
Adam Breaks
Mike Whyatt
Ben Mounsey
Andy Clarke
Helen Winskill

1:52:05
1:52:06
1:54:09
1:55:08
2:05:26
2:22:00

1.06
1.06 -3%
1.08
1.09
1.18 2%
1.34 1st Lady

219 Finishers

Adam wrote an account of this race that was in
the last Sheepsheet Edition (July)
WICKEN HILL WHIZZ
3M/1000’

22-JUN-2007 SHORT
RATING % IMPROV

1
2
3
7
17
21
26

Alex Whittem
Steve Oldﬁeld
Andy Thorpe
Jason Stevens
Rob Rawlinson
Dave Beels
Holly Page

Tod
Brd Air
Halifax
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
Halifax

0:21:32
0:21:56
0:22:08
0:23:15
0:26:01
0:26:44
0:27:13

29
30
34
44

A Carnochan
Tom Arrandale
Chris Sylge
Jackie Scarf

CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR

0:27:45
0:27:52
0:28:22
0:29:24

45
49
50

G Woodward
K Sarjeant
Graham Lloyd

CVFR
CVFR
CVFR

0:29:51
0:30:00
0:30:15

56

Claire Hanson

CVFR

0:30:49

57
65

Dave Beston
S Grimley

CVFR
CVFR

0:30:49
0:32:50

1.04
1.06
1.07
1.12 1%
1.25
1.29 1%
1.31
1st Lady
1.34 -2%
1.34
1.37
1.42 -1%
best this year
1.44 0%
1.44
1.46 3%
best yet!
1.48 5%
best yet!
1.48 -5%
1.58

81 Runners

RESERVOIR BOGS
7M/1100’

23-JUN-2007 MEDIUM
RATING % IMPRO

1
2
3
4
7
11
16
21

James Logue Horwich
A Wrench
Tod
Andy Thorpe Halifax
Jason Stevens CVFR
Phil Scarf
CVFR
Dave Beels
CVFR
Gayle Benson Stain’d
Nick Murphy CVFR

1:00:25
1:00:28
1:07:49
1:08:48
1:12:58
1:16:30
1:17:19
1:20:14

23

Jackie Scarf

CVFR

1:20:46

31
42
43
44

K Sarjeant
Graham Lloyd
Claire Hanson
Joanna Porter

CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR

1:22:50
1:33:03
1:33:16
1:33:52

50
67

Dave Beston
Philip Jones

CVFR
CVFR

1:35:28
1:41:37

81 Runners

1.00
1.00
1.12
1.14
0%
1.21
7%
1.27
-1%
1.281st Lady
1.33
2%
best this year
1.34
7%
best this year
1.37
1.54
-3%
1.54
1.55
18%
best yet!
1.58
-9%
1.68
-5%

RESERVOIR BOGS 23-JUN-2007 MEDIUM
RATING % IMPRO
1
2
3
4
7
11
16
21

James Logue Horwich 1:00:25
A Wrench
Tod
1:00:28
Andy Thorpe Halifax 1:07:49
Jason Stevens CVFR 1:08:48
Phil Scarf
CVFR 1:12:58
Dave Beels
CVFR 1:16:30
Gayle Benson Stain’d 1:17:19
Nick Murphy CVFR 1:20:14

23

Jackie Scarf

CVFR

1:20:46

31
42
43
44

K Sarjeant
Graham Lloyd
Claire Hanson
Joanna Porter

CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR

1:22:50
1:33:03
1:33:16
1:33:52

50
67

Dave Beston
Philip Jones

CVFR
CVFR

1:35:28
1:41:37

1.00
1.00
1.12
1.14 0%
1.21 7%
1.27 -1%
1.28 1st Lady
1.33 2%
best this year
1.34 7%
best this year
1.37
1.54 -3%
1.54
1.55 18%
best yet!
1.58 -9%
1.68 -5%

81 Runners

Still there were no complaints from anyone involved and all the juniors had a good time. And
there is always next year.
There were some great times by juniors and in
particular Calder Juniors
U8
2nd Ted Fazackerley
3rd Adam Johnson
5th Gemma Johnson
12th Jack O’Toole

U12
1st Max Wharton
3rd Finlay King
4th Joey Scarf

U10
1st Euan Davies
2nd Joe Fazackerley
3rd Jamie Gwilliam
4th Ryan Mcalpine
6th Luka Maorris
8th Matthew Bairstow
9th Issy Wharton (G)
10th Charlie Mariani
12th Oscar Corcos
13th Nat Hairsine

U14
1st Jack Paige

TOM TITTIMAN
4M/700’

24-JUN-2007 SHORT
RATING % IMPRO

RESERVOIR BOGS JUNIORS
Sat 23 June saw Andy C and myself making an
excellent job of ﬂagging 3 separate routes on
Wadsworth Moor ready for the junior races which
took far too long and having started at 9am the
thoroughness of the job done meant we wee almost ploughed down by the seniors as they set
off and we were returning to the pub. I had just
enough time to tell a couple of Marshalls where
to go and check that Maria knew how to use the
timer. She did so all was well there. Then off back
up to the starting point which meant a 5(ish) minute walk where the 47 eager racers were already
waiting. The U8s were gathered together and the
route explained to them and off they went. 3-2-1
Go at which point Maria turned to me and said
“its not started” It was all very well checking human competence when we should have checked
if the damn timer was working. If we get the timing right next year you may ﬁnd that some of
the times are a little quicker. We managed to get
enough watches together to start off the U10s
and they set off without a hitch haring past the
U8 route and turning up a long climb as directed
by Anne. Then for the rest off they went heading
out on a 2 mile lap taking in Sheepstones and
passing several well placed Marshalls. The care
and attention to ﬂagging earlier that morning was
going to pay dividends now. The juniors running
in U12 /14/16/18 would have no problems that
is, until they reached the turn for the U10 route
and having made it so clear a turn it proved far
too tempting and all the runners set of up the
climb. I realised when from my position at a later
turn that there were far too many juniors coming towards me so soon. Sadly for them as they
came speeding down the hill to the ﬁnish expecting huge cheers and hearty congratulations they
were told to keep going “just another lap”

1
2
3
8
10
17
19
23
24
25
27
31
37
56
59
61
65
66

Jonathon Hare
Karl Gray
A Osbourne
Jason Stevens
Gary Oldﬁeld
A Carnochan

Halifax
CVFR
Halifax
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR

0:27:53
0:28:06
0:28:39
0:31:05
0:31:47
0:34:53

1.02
1.03
1%
1.05
1.14
0%
1.16
1.27
3%
best this year
Phil Scarf
CVFR 0:35:06 1.28
2%
Rob Rawlinson CVFR 0:35:24 1.29
W Stiegeler
CVFR 0:35:27 1.30
4%
best this year
Dave Beels
CVFR 0:35:34 1.30
0%
D Cartwright
Radcliffe 0:36:11 1.32 1st Lady
Phil White
CVFR 0:37:40 1.38
Jackie Scarf
CVFR 0:38:09 1.39
0%
Claire Hanson CVFR 0:40:06 1.47
6%
best yet!
Graham Lloyd CVFR 0:41:45 1.53
-2%
Dave Beston
CVFR 0:42:06 1.54
-9%
Joanna Porter CVFR 0:43:17 1.58
16%
Liz White
CVFR 0:43:32 1.59

A lovely photo of Paul
Biddulph (sent in by
Mrs T Hyde) at the Borrowdale race
Any suggestions for a
caption?
....Return of the evil
dead fell runner....
Suggestions on a post
card to.......

CARNEDDAU
10M/4200’
1
2
3
39
67
68
82
127
136
140

24-JUN-2007 MEDIUM
RATING % IMPROV

Rob Hope
P&B
Rob Jebb
Bingley
Ricky Lightfoot E’boro
Janet McIver DPFR
Jo Waites
CVFR
Johnny Moore CVFR
Jo Buckley
CVFR
Karen Mather CVFR
Clare Kenny CVFR
Cerys Davies CVFR

1:38:24
1:38:34
1:38:47
1:57:37
2:08:03
2:08:09
2:11:27
2:31:34
2:33:44
2:35:53

0.90
0.90
0.90
1.07 1st Lady
1.17
1%
1.17
-2%
1.20
1%
1.39
1.40
-1%
1.42
2%

178 Runners

HOLME MOSS
16M/4000’
1
2
3
8
39
53
71
74
77

Chris Birchall
Dave Taylor
Andy Shaw
Jason Stevens
Naomi Sharratt
Clare Kenny
Dave Culpan
K Sarjeant
John Nunn

KENTMERE
11.9M/3300’
1
2
3
8
9
21
46
155

Ben Bardsley
M Donnelly
Craig Roberts
Adam Breaks
Ben Mounsey
Natalie White
Jo Waites
Sue Mitchell

15-JUL-2007 LONG
RATING % IMPROV
Leeds
DPFR
H’ﬁrth
CVFR
St’land
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR

2:26:20
2:30:50
2:38:29
2:47:17
3:04:38
3:18:37
3:37:20
3:39:12
3:41:45

1.04
1.07
1.12
1.19
-1%
1.31 1st Lady
1.41
2%
1.54
0%
1.56
-6%
1.57
3%

15-JUL-2007 MEDIUM
RATING % IMPROV
Bor’dale
Bor’dale
Kendal
CVFR
CVFR
Bingley
CVFR
CVFR

1:30:29
1:30:32
1:33:55
1:40:50
1:41:05
1:46:57
1:52:17
2:14:59

0.94
0.94
0.98
1.05
-2%
1.05
0%
1.11 1st Lady
1.17
1%
1.40

WIDDOP
7M/1200’

18-JUL-2007

1
2
3
10

Karl Gray
Alex Whittem
Andy Thorpe
G Pemberton

CVFR
Tod
Halifax
CVFR

0:49:26
0:52:09
0:53:23
0:58:51

13

Jo Waites

CVFR

0:59:05

15

Jon Emberton

CVFR

0:59:43

17

Graham Hill

CVFR

0:59:55

19
29
33
34

Will Stiegeler
Jo Buckley
Rob Rawlinson
Nick Murphy

CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR

1:00:09
1:02:05
1:03:55
1:04:08

38

Duncan Asker

CVFR

1:05:48

47
50
52
63
66
67
75
80
82
87
88
90
101

Jackie Scarf
Kerry Jenkin
C Greatorex
Chris Sylge
Cerys Davies
Lee Naylor
Rod Sutcliffe
Graham Lloyd
Claire Hanson
Dave Beston
John Nunn
Joanna Porter
Mary Hytch

CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR

1:06:50
1:07:16
1:08:09
1:10:04
1:10:52
1:10:57
1:12:13
1:13:58
1:15:10
1:15:58
1:16:37
1:17:18
1:22:14

TURNSLACK
8M/2000’

MEDIUM
RATING % IMPOV
1.00
2%
1.05
1.08
1.19
2%
best this year
1.19
-1%
1st Lady
1.20
0%
best this year
1.21
3%
best this year
1.21
1.25
-3%
1.29
1%
1.29
3%
best this year
1.33
1%
best yet!
1.35
4%
1.36
-1%
1.37
-2%
1.41
0%
1.43
1%
1.43
0%
1.46
-2%
1.49
1%
1.52
0%
1.53
-3%
1.55
-1%
1.56
6%
1.66
-1%

21-JUL-2007 MEDIUM
RATING % IMPROV

1
2
3
12
13
21

Danny Hope
Nick Leigh
S Godsman
Jason Stevens
Gary Oldﬁeld
Kerry Jenkin

P&B
P&B
Tod
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR

1:02:26
1:03:44
1:03:57
1:11:45
1:11:57
1:13:52

22

Graham Hill

CVFR

1:13:52

27

Dave Beels

CVFR

1:14:38

41
42
43
68
70
80
98
112
117

G Hodgkinson
Anna Lupton
Steve Smithies
Clare Kenny
Jackie Scarf
Karen Mather
Gerry Symes
Tony Steward
Joanna Porter

CVFR
Radcliffe
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR

1:17:14
1:17:55
1:17:55
1:24:48
1:24:53
1:26:54
1:30:54
1:35:47
1:38:45

1.02
1.04
1.04
1.17
-3%
1.17
-4%
1.20
11%
best yet!
1.20
4%
best this year
1.22
3%
best this year
1.26
0%
1.27 1st Lady
1.27
-6%
1.38
1%
1.38
1%
1.42
-2%
1.48
16%
1.56
1.61
3%

245 Finishers

All articles for the sheepsheet are gratefully received. The more I have the more you
have to read. This makes the already great value subscriptions even better! These writeups don’t have to be literary masterpeices, (I’ll spell check anything thats sent to me)
ben.davies42@virgin.net

INGLEBOROUGH
7M/1200’
1
2
3
7
23
43
65
104
105
138

Lloyd Taggart
G PearceI
Gary Devine
Adam Breaks
Natalie White
Jo Waites
Jo Buckley
A Greenwood
Brian Horsley
Dave Culpan

21-JUL-2007 MEDIUM
RATING % IMPROV
DPFR
lkley
P&B
CVFR
Bingley
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR

0:46:26
0:49:34
0:50:03
0:51:07
0:56:24
0:58:12
1:00:54
1:06:29
1:06:49
1:11:06

0.95
1.02
1.03
1.05
1.16
1.20
1.25
1.37
1.37
1.46

-2%
1st Lady
-1%
-2%
4%
4%
-1%

Two decades on…
The Ingleborough Mountain race
I hadn’t run the Ingleborough race for about
twenty years. As I’d run the Pen Y Ghent race in
June I considered the possibility of doing all three
of the “Three Peaks” races in the same year. I was
free that Saturday and it was a good forecast, so
Linda and I decided to go and have a day out at
the gala. We arrived In Ingleton in plenty of time
to get a parking place and register for the run, and
I saw Jo Waites chatting outside the hall where
registration was in full swing. The locals call this
event The Ingleborough Mountain race, and at
registration they sell tee shirts with the legend on
the front together with a picture of the fearsome
hill!
I got myself ready to run, number pinned on with
the safety pins given out VERY reluctantly by the
organiser (what on Earth are we supposed to do
without pins ??!!). I’d asked for some after I’d realised that I wasn’t in my own vehicle and had no
pins in Linda’s car, and so he begrudgingly bent
down and took some from a box under the table.
Anyone would think they were expensive.
A quick warm up, consisting of bending over
to check the shoe laces were tied and a light jog
through the carpark, where I met Dave Culpan doing similar.
Linda went off up the track to Ingleborough and I
joined the crowds on the gala ﬁeld where Mr PoPo
was preparing to wow the audience with his feats
of daredevil and magic with a ladder, a hoop and
some ﬁre sticks. A quick brieﬁng, “Three, Two,
One...” and off we went, out of the ﬁeld and up the
main street.
The road climbed a bit and the ﬁeld soon began to spread out. I looked around but couldn’t
see any other Calder Valley runners so I guessed
it was just me Dave and Jo. Soon we joined the
track that leads to Crina Bottom farm and I saw
Linda watching us sweat and pant along.
A long steady climb between walls ensued and
I started to get really warm. I caught Graham
Breeze, the 60 odd year old from Skyrac who
does about 60 races a year, then a passed Peter Covey, who won the World Masters over 60’s
gold medal in Keswick a couple of years ago. I
was overtaking people, quite unknown for me really, though, of course, these lads were giving me
15 years. Passing Crina Bottom, where in years
gone by there used to be a drinks station and the

junior race turn around point. No water this year
though, probably due to cut backs, water shortage or, more likely, shortage of willing volunteers
to man it.
The climbing started now. I was battling with
a guy from Manchester who said he recognised
me as he’d run in some of my races, adding that
Buckden Pike was very enjoyable. I could see the
mist or low cloud swirling around the summit even
though it was still warm and sunny down here and
I was really getting hot. I tried to keep running.
Others were beginning to walk of the steeper parts
of the track but still I doggedly stuck to a steady
plodding gait. I began to overtake those who were
bent double, hands on knees. As we got quite
near to the top, we began to climb some stone
steps. This was all new to me as the last time I’d
been up here it was a loose rough rocky path. I
tried to keep jogging up the steps as they twised
in zigzags, side to side. It was torture and I was
already in oxygen debt. Soon though, I got into
a rhythm, and though desperately trying to catch
my breath, I found I could just force myself to do
it. “Come on, it’s mind over matter” I told myself.
If the leaders can do it, why couldn’t I ? A level bit
of ground, and I was jogging along, pufﬁng like an
old man, though I’ll bet the over 60’s weren’t looking so bad behind me.
I glanced up and saw that the runners in front
were heading up again, on the ﬁnal steep climb
ahead which would take us into the clouds. Now
it became much cooler and the air looked grey all
around. The leading runners were ﬂying down in
the other direction, though I was still willing myself to jog over the rough ground and too knackered to look up. “Come on now”, I thought, Just
push yourself hard for a hundred yards then it’s
all downhill”. So I breathed deeply and pushed
myself, though it must have looked like a pathetic
shufﬂe. Up, over the edge of the ridge and onto
the grassy summit plateau we went and a guy
shouted “Round the big cross!”. I’d never seen a
cross up here before, even though I’d been up on
Ingleborough summit dozens of times. However,
in my deluded, exhausted state it took a moment
to realise that he meant we had to round the big
cross shaped shelter on the top. A friendly voice
shouted some encouragement and I looked up to
see my great friend Hugh Symonds of Sedburgh,
the man who over ran over every single mountain
peak in Britain non stop.
As we went round the shelter, the marshals took
our numbers and then it was downhill all the way.
The loose muddy and very rocky descent off the
plateau caught many people out. I couldn’t get a
grip and with legs buzzing and throbbing from the
uphill exertions, was soon ﬂying down almost out
of control and out of the cool mist into the warm
sunshine. The ground levelled out for a while, then
the same kind of steep rocky muddy out-of-control
arms ﬂailing dance ensued. The best thing about
this descent, for me, was that I was actually ﬂying
past people! Imagine me actually taking places!
After the third crazy downhill ﬂing it became a
wonderful gentle descent over soft bouncy moor-

land. There was a kind of trod through the marshy
ground which had been made by the earlier runners.
Soon Graham Breeze came hurtling past belying his age with a lightning breakneck descent
he’s welcome to keep. I was running at my limit
now, though always wary of twisting an ankle or
falling over on the soft ground. I joined the hard
track we’d climbed earlier and passed a fair few
competitors still making their way up. At Crina
Bottom the ground rises a little. It is nothing of an
increase in height but when you are getting tired it
really hits you like a brick wall. Come on, come on,
keep going! Down the long track between walls
and onto the road into Ingleton. I heard loud slapping foot falls behind and soon one or two runners caught and passed me. My legs were gone, I
was just running on an empty tank. As I turned the
bend in the road I saw Jo Waites and Jo Buckley
getting dried off at their car and they gave me a
shout. Into the carpark and through a gate, then
ﬁnally down the steep grassy banking and into the
arena, and ‘phew’, it was all over. I used to do
about 61 minutes for this race. Today I managed
about 65 minutes, but then I guess I’m 20 years
older now. On looking at the results sheet, I was
amazed to see that Brian Horsley ﬁnished just behind me. A great day out and I reckon it will be well
worth a visit next year. My only disappointment is
that I can’t complete the planned hat trick of Three
Peaks races, as The Whernside race from Dent
doesn’t seem to be on anymore.
Allan Greenwood
The Oakworth Haul
7th July 2007
5m/650’
Just a couple of us at this race held in conjunction
with the local gala. Not a great deal to say about
the race other than it was 5 mile, it went up, it
came down and it was muddy and we went to The
Golden Fleece in Oakworth afterwards for liquid
refreshment!
As well as the usual gala stuff: bouncy castles, ice
creams, majorettes, the local funeral director had
a stall too! Inviting people along for an ‘informal
chat’ - An informal bloody chat
!!! what was he
gonna do? measure people up
???
Clive Greatorex
40.44
Dave Beston
46.43
Dave Beston

Ras y Cnicht August 26th
4.5m/1850’
If you’re ever in North Wales over the August
Bank Holiday as I was, pay this race a visit! It’s
a cracking race starting from a little village just
a few miles south of Beddgelert, called Croesor.
The weather was perfect, warm, sunny and only
the odd speckle of cloud for the 30 – 40 runners
gathered at the start. The race starts with a steep
but brief tarmac section, soon you’re through a
gate onto a stony track before joining the main
footpath onto the fell. Don’t let this race fool you!
The rather gentle grassy climb is initially very run
able but the second half of the climb is a complete
contrast turning ever rockier and steeper until the
ﬁnal ascent to the summit turns into a craggy
rocky scramble. Then there’s the simple task of
touching the martial at the summit and retracing your steps back to the ﬁnish. Note, last years
leader at this point (in similar conditions) went
the wrong way off the top and ended up 7 miles
away in the other valley! No, I didn’t get lost! Anybody who likes descending will love this descent,
the ﬁrst few minutes consists of a very technical
rocky descent, then a fast steep stony path leading to the super fast grassy section, for me a 10
minute adrenaline buzz! Prize giving takes place
at the ﬁnish as soon as the last runner is in and
you get a free coffee from the café nearby and a
beer token for the pub down the road. Great value
for the £3 entry fee!
Karl Gray
Kilnsey Crag
It seems, on the face of it rather a hairbrained
scheme to cycle 30 mile from Leeds to do a 1
mile race, which would take 15 minutes at most
to complete, and then have the return 30 mile to
do.
Its a grand day out though Kilnsey show is one of
the biggest and best country shows in Yorkshire
set of course, against the stunning backdrop of
Kilnsey crag.
Last year I watched Karl and Dave C run it,this
year I thought I would have a bash myself, joined
by Rob too.
Did well on the ascent, overtook a few. I wondered why some runners were wearing gloves,
soon found out though. On the descent you go
down what they call ‘the chimney’ with only a rusty
barbed wire fence to cling on to. Had some bloke
behind me shouting me to get a move on, not
bloody likely! one slip on here and a certain trip to
A&E for patching up later! I muttered something
to the effect of “If your so bloody fast why did I
overtake you on the ascent!”
A bit more descending on the scree, a leap over
the stream and back onto the showground to the
sound of Roger Ingham’s unique commentary.
Rob Rawlinson
10.45
Dave Beston
13.57

Rob Rawlinson at Kilnsey

Noorland Moor 26th Aug 2007
7m/800’
1 43.06
Jonathan Hare
Halifax
19 50.03
Sue Becconsall
Bingley
63 59.19
Mike Wardle
Calder Valley
Good turn out 119. It was a bit of a shock to the
system. Fast tracks and footpaths. Surprised no
one else was there from the club. Weather dry
and sunny.
Mike Wardle
Chipping Show Fell Race 25th Aug 2007
8m/2600’
Unfortunately due to the latest Foot & Mouth
concerns, there were no sheep or cattle at the
Chipping Agricultural Show on Saturday, but the
show still went on and was as popular and busy
as ever, and the fell race was still held. At 8 miles
and 2600’ of ascent/descent its a bit further than
most show or gala races. There were only about
80 runners, but the quality at the sharp end of the
ﬁeld was high. No doubt several of the top runners wanted to check out the area that the British
Relays will be held in later in the year.
Conditions were good. We were in cloud running
on the ridge towards Parlick, but the path was
clear and it was well marshalled by Preston Harriers. Lloyd Taggart won and set a new record
for the route, and in fact the ﬁrst seven runners,
including Adam in 6th place, were inside the old
record. Jackie Lee was ﬁrst lady and also set a
new ladies’ record. The commentator in the show
ﬁeld at the ﬁnish was so amazed that the records
had fallen so easily that he asked if it could be
checked that the runners actually visited the furthest checkpoint correctly! Having just come from
judging the dog competition, he’s no doubt aware

of dog pedigrees but probably not aware of Lloyd
and Jackie’s pedigree!
I ﬁnished in 17th place, which I was pleased with,
boosted by overtaking 6 runners on the nice steep
descent from Parlick before the long run-in over
the ﬁelds to the show ground. Bill
Ah...
Well I thought the announcer said that seven runners had been inside the old record, but now that
the results are published
it seems that only the ﬁrst three were inside Danny
Hope’s 2003 record.
Maybe the announcer said “several” runners rather than “seven” and its my hearing going in my old
age...
Ho hum.
HADES HILL 6TH SEPT SHORT
5M/1200’
RATING % IMPROV
1
2
3
4

Ricky Graham
Mark Goldie
M Flatley
Graham Hill

9
14

Johnny Moore CVFR
Graeme Hill
CVFR

18 Bill Johnson
22 C Wilson
101 Runners

Horwich
Tod
Middleton
CVFR

0:31:14
0:34:19
0:34:55
0:35:51
0:36:31
0:37:26

Rossendale 0:38:27
CVFR
0:38:53

1.03
1.13
1.15
1.18 2%
best this year
1.21 1%
1.24 4%
best yet!
1.27 -4%
1.28 1st Lady

Calder depleted Number score away win !
On a clear evening it was surprising that only 4
Calder were present for this last evening race of
the summer for Pennine folk. With dry ground and
an abscence of local front runners, the team prize
went to CVFR with all 4 of us counting. Five small
hill climbs and a generous volume of prizes ensured a pleasing end to the summer evening race
calendar. Graham
WORSTHORNE MOOR 12-AUG-2007 MEDIUM
7M/900’
RATING % IMPROV
1
2
3
10
17
70
78

Sean Bolland
Alex Rowe
Bill Stewart
Amy Green
Jo Waites
Tony Steward
Thirza Hyde

Bowland
Wesham
Holmﬁrth
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR

0:42:11
0:42:12
0:43:26
0:45:06
0:46:30
0:55:37
0:56:53

1.13
1.13
1.16
1.21
1.24
1.49
1.52

-5%
5%
-4%

Bowling with Adam
Adam Breaks has offered to arrange a night out at Electric Bowl
in Halifax. A provisonal date is
the 2nd November
After 6pm it’s £4.50 a game with
subsequent games at £4.
Adams number is 07810 517710

RYDAL ROUND
9M/3000’

26-JUL-2007 MEDIUM
RATING % IMPRO

BORROWDALE
17M/6500’

1
2
3
51
59
65
80
90

Borrowdale
Borrowdale
Skipton
CVFR
Unattached
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR

1
2
3
52
121
136
170
178
196
324
330
333
403

J Davies
P Davies
J Mercer
Graham Hill
G Dewhurst
C Greatorex
Ben Davies
Gerry Symes

1:22:00
1:22:27
1:22:40
1:46:38
1:55:07
1:52:05
2:03:27
2:12:36

0.98
0.98
0.98
1.27
1.37
1.33
1.47
1.58

-2%
1st Lady
1%
-9%
2%

114 Finishers

Rydal is a mid-week race that essentially follows
the Fairﬁeld Horsehoe. It was a damp claggy Ambleside Sports day, Cerys followed me all the way
up to the summit in the mist, and half way down
out of the mist, then found someone faster to run
into the showground with!. But she has disappeared from the results? so all that work was in
vain - ho ho ho. The show also has some staggered start sprints races, cyclocross races and
cumbrian wrestling - incomprehensible. Ben
CROW HILL
1
2
3
4
11
12
13

Jonathon Hare
Owen Beilby
Steve Oldﬁeld
Jason Stevens
Andy Clarke
G Pemberton
Kerry Jenkin

16
17

Jon Emberton
W Stiegeler

23
34
35
36
37
38
44
45
48
53
56
63

S Becconsall
D Spendlove
Cerys Davies
Karen Mather
G Woodward
Rod Sutcliffe
J Watson
Clare Kenny
Graham Lloyd
Thirza Hyde
Joanna Porter
Mary Hytch

PILGRIM’S CROSS
6M/1100’
1
2
3
14
44
136
92
115
138

31-JUL-2007 SHORT
RATING % IMPR
Halifax
0:29:24 1.03
Wharfedale 0:30:28 1.07
Bradford 0:31:14 1.10
CVFR
0:32:16 1.13 0%
CVFR
0:33:47 1.19 0%
CVFR
0:34:43 1.22 -2%
CVFR
0:34:52 1.23 6%
best yet!
CVFR
0:35:58 1.26 -2%
CVFR
0:35:59 1.26 5%
best yet!
Bingley
0:36:55 1.30 1st Lady
CVFR
0:40:11 1.41 -4%
CVFR
0:40:21 1.42 -1%
CVFR
0:40:24 1.42 1%
CVFR
0:40:35 1.43 -1%
CVFR
0:40:51 1.44 2%
CVFR
0:41:18 1.45 -2%
CVFR
0:41:23 1.45 -3%
CVFR
0:41:52 1.47 1%
CVFR
0:42:50 1.51 -5%
CVFR
0:43:49 1.54 10%
CVFR
0:46:12 1.62 3%

15-AUG-2007 MEDIUM
RATING % IMPR

Darren Kay
Horwich 0:38:02
S Godsman
Tod
0:38:20
S Thompson Borr’dale 0:38:44
Jason Stevens CVFR
0:41:12
Johnny Moore CVFR
0:46:09
Cath Wilson Ross’dale 0:48:35
Clare Kenny CVFR
0:51:31
Tony Steward CVFR
0:55:10
Joanna Porter CVFR
0:57:43

180 Runners

1.03
1.04
1.05
1.12
2%
1.25
-8%
1.31 1st Lady
1.39
0%
1.49
2%
1.56
1%

Ben Bardsley
Rob Jebb
Simon Booth
Sharon Taylor
Johnny Moore
Paul Biddulph
Rob Sharratt
Kerry Jenkin
Clare Kenny
Dave Culpan
A Greenwood
John Nunn
Philip Jones

4-AUG-2007 LONG
RATING % IMPRO
Bordale
Bingley
Bordale
Bingley
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR

2:18:29
2:20:45
2:21:28
3:03:10
3:17:30
3:20:58
3:29:13
3:31:02
3:34:43
4:04:58
4:07:41
4:08:22
5:22:57

0.90
0.92
0.92
1.20
1.29
1.31
1.36
1.38
1.40
1.60
1.62
1.62
2.11

1st Lady
-4%
-3%
6%
5%
2%
-4%
-3%
-1%
-26%

420 Finishers

WHITTLE PIKE
4.5M/1400’
1
2
3
11
17
20

8-AUG-2007 SHORT
RATING % IMPRo

Karl Gray
CVFR
Darren Kay
Horwich
S Godsman
Tod
Jason Stevens CVFR
Johnny Moore CVFR
Jo Waites
CVFR

1.03
0%
1.03
1.03
1.15
-1%
1.20
1%
1.21
-3%
1st Lady
72 G Woodward CVFR
0:55:26 1.41
1%
74 Ben Davies
CVFR
0:55:35 1.41
-3%
76 Cerys Davies CVFR
0:55:37 1.41
0%
79 Rod Sutcliffe CVFR
0:55:49 1.42
1%
90 Dave Beston CVFR
0:57:12 1.45
-1%
93 John Nunn
CVFR
0:57:40 1.46
2%
best this year
100 Joanna Porter CVFR
0:59:15 1.50
3%
* Re-evaluated Joanna’s previous ratings
106 Thirza Hyde CVFR
0:59:59 1.52
-5%

WEASDALE
8M/2000’
1
2
3
18
24
45
92
97
195
215
219
231
234
237
239
241
244
269

Simon Bailey
Joe Symonds
Rob Hope
Karl Gray
Adam Breaks
Sarah Tunstall
Johnny Moore
Jo Waites
Clare Kenny
Cerys Davies
Dave Beston
Celia Mills
Dave Culpan
Thirza Hyde
Karen Mather
Ben Davies
Fiona Dewick
Gail Tombs

0:40:30
0:40:37
0:40:45
0:45:13
0:47:25
0:47:40

18-AUG-2007 MEDIUM
RATING % IMPR
Mercia
Kendal
Pudsey
CVFR
CVFR
York Acorn
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR

0:53:43
0:54:00
0:55:14
0:58:39
1:00:18
1:03:27
1:07:59
1:08:38
1:17:48
1:20:03
1:20:36
1:22:16
1:22:29
1:22:45
1:22:54
1:23:19
1:24:03
1:28:25

0.95
0.96
0.98
1.04
-3%
1.07
-3%
1.13 1st Lady
1.21
-2%
1.22
-2%
1.38
1%
1.42
1%
1.43
4%
1.46
1.47
-1%
1.47
1%
1.47
-5%
1.48
-8%
1.49
1.57
0%

Weasdale is on the north side of the Howgills, it
was a steady climb up into the mist. The top was
marshalled by a couple of Mountain rescue members huddled in a packing crate, and then a fast
descent back to the ﬁeld. Theoretically it was fast,
my legs disagreed and this led to a suggestion

that I may have become mislaid in the course of
the descent. After my people spoke to their people
a case of slander was narrowly avoided. Ben
GOLF BALL
5.5M/900’
1
2
3
9
17

22-AUG-2007 SHORT
RATING % IMPR

S Godsman
S Thompson
A Wrench
Jason Stevens
Jo Waites

Tod
Clayton
Tod
CVFR
CVFR

40 Graeme Hill
85 Clare Kenny
125 Joanna Porter

CVFR
CVFR
CVFR

0:37:46
0:37:53
0:38:30
0:40:22
0:42:58

1.04
1.04
1.06
1.11
2%
1.18
0%
1st Lady
0:46:15 1.27
0:51:08 1.41
0%
0:57:39 1.59
-2%

160 Runners

PENDLETON
5M/1500’
1
2
3
10
32
38
81

James Kevan
Mike Wallis
Marcus Rae
Katy Ingram
Graeme Hill
Sally Newman
Steve Garner

25-AUG-2007
SHORT
RATING % IMPR
Horwich
0:36:14
Clayton
0:38:26
Wharfedale 0:38:41
Horwich
0:41:04
CVFR
0:43:15
CVFR
0:44:02
CVFR
0:53:54

1.02
1.08
1.09
1.16
1.22
1.24
1.52

1st Lady
5%
1%
4%

113 Runners

Good to see Sal back racing after her injury at
Buckden. Even better to see Steve out with a vest
and running shoes on.
YORKSHIREMAN HALF
13.1M/1750’
1
2
3
17
88
104
128
147
181

Ben Mounsey
Jon Holah
Dave Almond
Jo Waites
Dave Culpan
Gail Tombs
Charlie Boyce
Joanna Porter
R Carnochan

9-SEP-2007
LONG
RATING % IMPR

CVFR
P&B
Dewsbury
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR
CVFR

01:26:05
01:35:05
01:35:24
01:45:56
02:02:56
02:05:27
02:10:05
02:18:27
02:26:21

1.07
1.19
1.19
1.32
1.53
1.56
1.62
1.73
1.82

6%
-8%
1%

248 Runners

LANTERN PIKE
15-SEP-2007
5M/1050’
Three of us were at the Lantern Pike race from the
Hayﬁeld Sheepdog Trials on Saturday.
The weather was perfect for the show and race
– a glorious day. No livestock displays at the show
due to foot & mouth rules, but it was still a big,
popular show, as was the race with a very large
turnout of more than 280 runners. The earlier junior races were English junior championship counters and there were at least 3 calder valley vests
amongst the youngsters (Issy and Max Wharton,
and Adam J.)
Andi Jones mounted a serious attempt to break
the longest standing record in the fra calendar,
and even the likes of Simon Bailey and John
Brown couldn’t stay with him. Crossing the line in

30:04, he equalled the second fastest ever time
for the race, but was still almost a minute outside
Ricky Wilde’s 1977 record of 29:12. He reckoned
that with a bit more reccying of the route, he’d
come back another year and see if he can shave
off enough time to get close to it.
Carol’s record from 1984 of 34:50 was also safe
despite the in-form Janet McIver and Olivia Walwyn’s best attempts at it.
Cheers, Bill
1
2
3
6
22
36
49
67
73

Andi Jones
Simon Bailey
John Brown
Chris Smale
Janet McIver
Olivia Walwyn
Bill Johnson
Graeme Hill
Rob Skelton

Salford
Mercia
Salford
Todmorden
Dark Peak
Altrincham
Calder Valley
Calder Valley
Calder Valley

00:30:04
00:31:27
00:31:45
00:33:19
00:37:16
00:38:19
00:39:03
00:40:32
00:40:48

LAMBS TALES - JUNIOR CVFR 2007
This year saw CVFR juniors racing in the English
championship for the ﬁrst time and its encouraging to see how many actually gave it a go. The
races were the Wrekin, High Rigg, Lothersdale,
Pendle, Sedbergh, Lantern Pike and the Uphill
Championship at Ilkley.
E d a n
Whitelaw
was the only
one to make
the trip down
to the Wrekin
where
he
managed a
creditable
5th
place
in the U10
race.
Unfortunately
for Edan he
fractured his
collar bone
just before
High
Rigg
and missed
Max Warton
that one and
then also Lothersdale, but others were tempted
up to the Lakes by the thought of a hot bank holiday weekend. Max and Issy Wharton both went
up with dad Mark as did Fin Pritchard and Bobby
Curtis. Issy immediately made her mark on the
champs by promptly winning the U10 girls and
coming 10th overall. Max snug inside the top 10
in the U12s and both Bobby and Fin were placed
well enough to score points.
The next race near Keighley was the following
weekend and saw the same runners taking part
and all produced virtually the same results. On
then to Pendle and an even greater turn out. Unfortunately this was in the middle of the school
holidays and prevented some runners from taking
part but Max and Issy were joined by Luca Morris and Joey and Jamie Gwilliam. Max once again

ﬁnished inside the top 10 and was by now gathering enough points to be just outside the top 10 in
the overall championship. Issy ran in 3rd girl Joey
came 4th in the U8 and was matched by his brother as Jamie ﬁnished 4th in U10 and Luca ﬁnished
in 7th.
Sedbergh
was again in
the holidays
and
was
overlooked
by our juniors. This
meant that
the championships
moved on
to the ﬁnal
race at Lantern Pike.
In order to
qualify for
the championships juniors need
Issy Wharton
to race in at
least 4 of the 6 races and if they compete in more
then their best 4 results count. With one race to go
max was lying in 11th having done only 3 races and
the lad in 10th had already completed 5 so he was
there for the taking. Spurred on buy a possible top
10 ﬁnish Max ran a ﬁne race to pick up 9 points
which were enough and 10th place was his or so
he thought. As it turned out the lad in 9th who Max
has had several tussles with this year didn’t turn
up and so Max ﬁnished his ﬁrst year of competing
in the national champs in a very ﬁne 9th place. Oh
and along the way he collected a Bronze medal in
the Yorks Champs as well. Meanwhile Issy also
completed her 4th race and so will receive a T
shirt at the FRA end of season presentation evening. Surely next year when she will be U12 and
racking up points she will be right in there with a
great chance. Adam Johnson waited until Lantern
Pike to make his debut in the championship where
he ﬁnished 8th.
Its been a great year of development with the juniors and its fantastic to be getting such great results already. It gives everyone something to aim
for as I am sure you will. Don’t forget you too can
be part of this just let me know and I can get you
rota’d in to help on a Tues. Al W

Thirza has been a bit injured
recently and felt that some
members may forget who
she was. Now you can all
say Baaaa when you see her
out running.

Races, Marshalls and Cash
The CVFR race diary for 2008 is already
looking full, we will be running the Trog,
Half Trog, Midsummer Madness Series,
Coiners, Widdop, and the associated
junior races.
These races encourage others to come to
this area and experience the quality running that Calder Valley provides.
They also raise money which goes directly into CVFR funds and so keeps the
membership costs down.
So when the organisers get around to
asking for help, think not

What can my club do for me?,
but

What can I do for my club?
CVFR HALLOWEEN RUN
BY TORCHLIGHT
Tuesday 30th October.
Meet at MCC in your spookiest
outﬁt, with a torch at 6:20pm
for 6:30pm start.
This pack run is open to juniors age 9 and over in addition to the usual seniors.
Children will run in groups accompanied by senior team members.
An approximately 3 mile run on the local moors
taking in Churn Milk Joan, the 7-foot standing
stone, named in memory of a young girl who,
according to local legend died there whilst carrying milk across the moors to Luddenden. The
custom is to leave a coin there for good luck,
any coins left during the run will be collected
and donated to Children in Need.
If you would like to use this fancy dress night
run as an opportunity to raise sponsorship for
Children in Need, you can download sponsor
forms from http://www.bbc.co.uk/pudsey/
fundraising/sponsorshipform.pdf
If you are collecting funds for Children in
Need could you let me know
on the night so that we can
send a club cheque off once
all the money is collected.
Hope to see yoooooou
there!
Cerys

Championship Update

As all the leaves are brown and the skies are
grey and as we look forwards to runs on a winters
day...
...the club championships are really hotting up.
It’ll soon be time to get the brasso out as there’s
trophies to be handed out. The straight Club
Championships are the boring bit... Karl Gray just
turns up, wins each club race and that’s it for it
another year... in fact, does anyone remember
what the club championships trophy looks like?
Karl attributes his long running success to just
three simple things: “great at ascending”, “great at
descending” and errmmm, “great on the ﬂat bits”*
What’s disconcerting for the rest of us is that he’s
still improving, as recent results at the Ben and the
Three Shires testify - watch out Mr Lightfoot and
Mr Holmes there’s a striped red and white vest
very very close by.
No, of far more interest us to us mere mortals are
the Handicap Champs. “Big” Dave Culpan has
been on form and on top for a while but the real
dark horse has got to be Cerys, who has scored a
perfect 50 in each of her 5 counting races. Cerys
will have to run at Whernside and get round safely
and she should snatch the title away from Dave’s
hands. There’s also the Vets and the Ladies titles
- with a strong showing from Jo Waites in the Ladies, though proliﬁc racer Clare Kenny currently
tops both the Vets and the Ladies Championships.
If you’re not in with a shout of either of these titles
(because you’re not a lady (or your name’s not
Kerry) nor are you what the young whippersnappers in the club refer to as a “crusty”) then there’s
always the Long, Medium and Short “Kings and
Queens”. Finally CVFR recognise the club’s most
improved runner; I’ve not done the number crunching yet but contenders must include Dave Culpan,
Cerys, Kerry, Will and Jo Porter. ( I wouldn’t dare
hand the award to Jo for fear of accusations of
nepotism/’medical irregularities’). Finally there’s
the prestigious “navigational cock-up” award for
people like me who sometime fail to ﬁnd the start
of the race or “go wrong” running from High Brown
Knoll to Sheepstones (on a clear day.)

*Karl didn’t say this - I made it up.

Jonnie Moore at Borrowdale, shortened
due to adverse weather, on his way to
40 races this year

Cheers
Jason.

Winter Score Event

Our club’s “Winter Score Event” will be on Sunday 18th November this year, from our house:
Trough Farm, Stocks Lane, Luddenden HX2 6SR.
(SE046269)
For anyone who has never done a score event, it
consists of navigating yourself to as many checkpoints as possible, in any order, and then getting
back to the start/ﬁnish within the time limit, in this
case three hours. When you start you will be given
a map with the location of the checkpoints marked
on it.
Since you can decide how far you are going to go
in 3 hours, and get to as many or as few checkpoints as you feel capable of, it is an event that
is equally suitable to runners of all standards.
You don’t need to be out for the full three hours if
you don’t want to - just go out for as long as you
want.
There will be hot food for when you ﬁnish and prizes. It’s a great, friendly, low-key event and ideal
for practising a bit of navigation.
For safety, you must carry full waterproofs, as well
as full body cover of clothing and a whistle and
compass.
It will cost £5 (including the food and pre-marked
map) and you can start at any time between 09:30
and 10:30 (everyone starts at a different time).
Under 18’s have to run with a senior.
Please let me know beforehand if you are intending to take part, so that I know how many maps
and how much food to do.
Cheers, Bill Johnson

Calderdale Way – Friday 27th July 2007
I’d tossed the idea around of doing the full Calderdale Way in one stint last year. Karl Gray had
also shown an interest, but other things took
over.
I knew that Alan Greenwood had completed the
full route (at least twice!) and that Dave Culpan
had also gone for it earlier in the year, with a respectable time of 11 hours.
Apparently there is a record time for the 51 mile
route, but it’s not easy to ﬁnd. On one of my surfs
through the net (or “typing in my bedroom”, as
Jack Dee calls it), I did ﬁnd an account of a CVFR
completing it and the time of 8 hours 40 minutes
sticks in my mind, but I’ve not been able to ﬁnd
this reference again. Alan G. reckons a Clayton
runner holds the record in 8 hours something.
I had decided to set off at 7 a.m. from the stile
above Copley woods, but this became 8 a.m. following some child taxiing.
I had rough times for a schedule of between
9 1⁄2 and ten hours, but, not having been able
to reccy all of the legs in advance, I wasn’t sure
about my pace.
As it was, I was bouncing along quite happily

If we can track down the record, then it may be
that someone feels the urge to have a go next
year. I might – especially if the 8 hours and something turns out to be closer to 9 than 8.
I can also claim to have raised £930 for two
charities.
Andy Clarke

photos: Allan Greenwood

Summer Handicap

for the ﬁrst three legs, which take in Ripponden,
Mill Bank, Cragg Vale, Tod. twice and up to Blackshawhead. I knew I was going a bit too quickly
– probably just inside 9 hour pace at that stage
– but I was enjoying myself.
Sustenance was maintained by a camel-back of
water, some bars and dried fruit in the small pack
and some strategically placed juice drinks and
bars on route.
I had a sit-down on the stile at Blackshawhead
for ten minutes and knew I’d been lucky with the
weather which had threatened heavy showers
early on, but settled down into a cool, cloudy sort
of affair.
Everyone will no doubt recall that May, June and
July had been wet and so it was pretty heavy going in places. I think that began to tell on me on leg
4, up to Wainstalls, as I began to slow a bit.
Just before Wainstalls, I got a very welcome
call from Allan Greenwood to let me know that he
was waiting ahead to replenish me and then run
through the last 17/18 miles or so alongside.
Alan appeared at Lower Brockholes and we
soon arrived at his car, where a ﬁve minute stop
for some tea and jam sandwiches was just the
job.
The last 15 miles over legs 5 and 6 were hard
work, but having Alan to natter to kept my thoughts
away from the tired muscles for most of the time.
It was also useful having Alan, as I wasn’t so
sure about the very last section up to Clay House
and it wasn’t until I arrived at the stile that I knew I
recognised it as the one I had set off from, 9 hours
and 31 minutes previously.
With a lot of folk in the club now interested in
running longer distances, I can recommend the
Calderdale Way as a handy local one. Quite a few
intricate bits through farm and village areas and
so you do need to check it all out if you are thinking of having a go.

The summer handicap seemed anything but, as
I cycled through the mirk upto Wainstalls with my
two rear lights on on the bike. The mist and high
wind made it feel like a bleak November day, yet
still 20 CVFR members emerged from the mist to
run in the handicap.
The handicao race, along with the Winter handicap is calculated by Jason so that everyone should
ﬁnish together. This never happens but it was very
close this year. Staggered starts saw Julie head
off into the mist, lastly followed by Adam nearly 30
minutes later.
Steve was back ﬁrst (so was the runner who most
exceed his predicted form, based on recent race
results), Julie was last back, although Cerys had
ﬂagged the route through the day along with Dave
Hyde, the poor visability caused Julie to shoot
over High Brown Knoll and rather than descending to the conduit, she carried on until the Pecket
Well road appeared in front. A few worried phone
calls were made when we realised she had been
over taken but not seen, but she came out of the
near dark happy with an extra few miles.
Thanks everyone for turning up , and to Jason for
calculating the start times. Steve has the honour
of the Summer Handicap plaque for a year, this
is made from the slate tile of Joss Naylors house,
and painted by a famous local artist, whose name
escapes me. Ben

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Steve Smithies
John Nunn
Graham Hill
Tony Steward
Scott Yearsley
Graeme Woodward
Chris Goodridge
Graham Lloyd
Bill Johnson
Jon Emberton
Adam Breaks
Richard Greenwood
Karen Mather
John Riley
Rod Sutcliffe
Keelan Sarjeant
Barbara Lonsdale
Gareth Pemberton
Mike Wardle
Julie Underwood

Handicap Running
Time
Time

Start
Time

1:15:57
1:16:35
1:16:39
1:16:59
1:17:03
1:17:21
1:17:49
1:17:54
1:17:55
1:18:00
1:18:16
1:19:18
1:19:30
1:20:10
1:20:43
1:20:53
1:22:39
1:24:43
1:27:04
1:35:03

19:16:25
19:05:50
19:17:25
19:05:20
19:11:50
19:09:10
19:11:50
19:06:00
19:16:35
19:16:40
19:24:10
19:17:25
19:07:45
19:01:35
19:08:00
19:10:00
19:03:45
19:18:15
19:13:10
18:51:35

0:51:07
1:02:20
0:50:49
1:03:14
0:56:48
0:59:46
0:57:34
1:03:29
0:52:55
0:52:55
0:45:41
0:53:28
1:03:20
1:10:10
1:04:18
1:02:28
1:10:29
0:57:43
1:05:29
1:34:20

This route is the basis of the 21st Year celebration. It starts and ﬁnishes at MCC. More details with start time, schedule and after-run
plans will be sent out soon, so keep your diaries clear!

